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Polymer Durable Maintenance Free Highest Quality
Our products are designed to withstand 

any weather as well as the ongoing 

demands of training and competitions.

Using polyethylene allows us to create a 

multitude of products that suit all levels of 

ability. Our lightweight jumps are easy to 

move and come in a variety of colours.

PolyJumps® are manufactured in the UK 

to the highest standards, with safety and 

quality at the forefront of our process.

Unlike traditional jumps, our jumps will 

never rust or rot, have no sharp edges 

and will never need repainting.

One of the UK’s leading  
manufacturers of equestrian jumps
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PolyJumps is the leading UK manufacturer of moulded polyethylene 

jump wings and blocks, all made to the highest quality. Whether you 

are looking for sturdy blocks for raised poles or jumping wings with 

options for jumps with greater height, you’ll find what you need here. 

 

Our high-quality jumps are suitable for all, from beginner and junior 

riders to experienced competitors. Available in multitude of colours 

including our Eco Range options. Browse our full range of equestrian 

jumps on the following pages. 

Wings & Blocks

www.polyjumps.com

Photograph shows 

white cross wings
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PolyJump Block MultiJump 8 Cup Hedgehog Jump Cross Wing

Combi Block Caveletti Cross Mini Block Pole Pod
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PolyJump Blocks

The PolyJump Block is an ideal training tool for all riders, 

regardless of experience. Simply rotate the block to 

achieve three different heights. 

 

Setting up an exercise with PolyJump blocks is easy – just 

use the indents to position the poles. These blocks are of 

lightweight design with no sharp edges – making them an 

ideal choice for even the most junior rider. 

 

PolyJump Blocks can also be used to enhance other jumps 

within the PolyJumps range. Position them under 

MultiJumps to change their height, or use as fillers beneath 

poles. 

 

Dimensions: a) 45 x (b) 30 x (c) 65cm 

Weight: 5.5 kg 

Sold as pairs

TPJ02-R TPJ02-BUR TPJ02-PUR TPJ02-PK

TPJ02-OR TPJ02-Y TPJ02-GRY TPJ02-WHT

TPJ02-BR TPJ02-G TPJ02-NVY TPJ02-BBY

TPJ02-BLK TPJ02-ECG

PolyJump Block Colours

PolyJump Block Eco Range Colours

a b

c

Blue PolyJump Block:  
Ref. TPJ02-B
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PolyJumps best-selling jump block - the MultiJump.  

 

This extremely versatile wing has a top jumping 

height of 92cm when used with a 100mm PolyJumps 

Pro Pole. It is fantastic for beginners finding their 

footing in the jumping world.  

 

This training aid has been a firm favourite for many 

years and can be used standing upright or lying down 

giving even more jumping options. These really are 

the jumps for anyone and everyone.

MultiJumps

Dimensions: (a) 60 x (b) 30 x (c) 85cm 

Weight: 5.5kg each 

Sold as pairs

TPJ01-R TPJ01-BUR TPJ01-PUR TPJ01-PK

Blue MultiJump:  
Ref. TPJ01B

TPJ01-OR TPJ01-Y TPJ01-GRY TPJ01-WHT

TPJ01-BR TPJ01-G TPJ01-NVY TPJ01-BBY

TPJ01-BLK TPJ01-ECG

MultiJump Colours

MultiJump Eco Ranges

a b

c
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8 Cups

PolyJumps 8 Cup jump wings are unique.  Moulded in one 

piece, these wings feature integral cups and can be 

jumped up to a height of 1.5m. They are perfect for all 

sizes of plastic or wooden jumping poles. The pole heights 

are indicated on the side of each wing, making alterations 

quick and easy.  

 

These 8 Cup wings are the most user-friendly horse 

jumps on the market due to their manoeuvrability and 

functionality. 

TPJ05-R TPJ05-BUR TPJ05-PUR TPJ05-PK

TPJ05-OR TPJ05-Y TPJ05-GRY TPJ05-WHT

TPJ05-BR TPJ05-G TPJ05-NVY TPJ05-BBY

TPJ05-BLK TPJ05-ECG

8 Cup Colours

8 Cup Eco Range Colours

8 Cup, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ05-B

 

Dimensions: a) 50 x (b) 70 x (c) 155cm 

Weight: 9 kg each 

Sold as pairs

a b

c
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Hedgehog Jumps

The integral cups on the PolyJumps Hedgehog Jump 

give 15 height options on each side of the wing varying 

in height from 15cm to 110cm.  Positioned in 3 rows, 

these cups provide the ultimate variation of pole 

positions with a spread of up to 80cm.  

 

Tough, versatile, and able to withstand all weather 

conditions, Hedgehog Jumps are a great addition to 

any jumping set. 

TPJ08-R TPJ08-BUR TPJ08-PUR TPJ08-PK

TPJ08-OR TPJ08-Y TPJ08-GRY TPJ08-WHT

TPJ08-BR TPJ08-G TPJ08-NVY TPJ08-BBY

TPJ08-BLK TPJ08-ECG

Hedgehog Jumps Colours

Hedgehog Jumps Eco Range Colours

Hedgehog Jump, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ08-B

 

Dimensions: a) 35 x (b) 80 x (c) 105cm 

Weight: 5.5 kg 

Sold as pairs

a b

c
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Cross Wings

PolyJumps Cross Wings offer the look of a traditional show jump but with 

the added advantage of PolyJumps practicality.  Lightweight, durable, and 

low maintenance - an excellent choice. 

 

Cross Wings have a classic appearance, with a cross-over design to give 

additional strength. Detachable feet also improve manoeuvrability and 

storage.   

 

The PolyJump Cross Wings also have pre-cut track slots, so there is no 

need to purchase extra metal tracking. The slots firmly hold Competition 

Cups (Sold separately, see page 38), which are compatible with all of the 

PolyJumps pole range. 

TPJ13-R TPJ13-BUR TPJ13-PUR TPJ13-PK

TPJ13-OR TPJ13-Y TPJ13-GRY TPJ13-WHT

TPJ13-BR TPJ13-G TPJ13-NVY TPJ13-BBY

TPJ13-BLK TPJ13-ECG

Cross Wings Colours

Cross Wings Eco Ranges

a b

c

 

Dimensions: a) 75 x (b) 10 x (c) 180cm 

Weight: 11.5kg each (incl.1.5kg per detachable foot) 

Sold as pairs

Cross Wings, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ13-B
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Combi Blocks

The PolyJumps Combi Block is the most impressive 

PolyJumps jump block. With a maximum jump height 

of 1.3m and potential spread of 1.52m, the ultimate 

variation in heights can be achieved by rotating the 

block on its three sides. 

 

Strong, weather resistant and maintenance-free, a pair 

of PolyJumps Combo blocks is the greatest addition 

to any jumping arena or field.   

TPJ04-R TPJ04-BUR TPJ04-PUR TPJ04-PK

TPJ04-OR TPJ04-Y TPJ04-GRY TPJ04-WHT

TPJ04-BR TPJ04-G TPJ04-NVY TPJ04-BBY

TPJ04-BLK TPJ04-ECG

Combi Block Colours

Combi Block Eco Range Colours

 

Dimensions: a) 125 x (b) 35 x (c) 120cm 

Weight: 18.5kg each 

Sold as pairs

a b

c

Combi Block, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ04-B
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Cavaletti Cross

A new addition to the PolyJumps range, the Caveletti Cross is 

inspired by traditional cavaletti but with the added advantage 

of PolyJumps practicality - lightweight, durable, and low 

maintenance. 

 

Designed to be compatible 

with all types/brands of pole, 

the PolyJumps Cavaletti Cross 

is the perfect choice for all 

raised pole exercises. 

Dimensions: a) 50.5 x (b) 20 x (c) 40.5cm 

Weight: 2.7kg each 

Sold as pairs

TPJ06-R TPJ06-BUR TPJ06-PUR TPJ06-PK

TPJ06-OR TPJ06-Y TPJ06-GRY TPJ06-WHT

TPJ06-BR TPJ06-G TPJ06-NVY TPJ06-BBY

TPJ06-BLK TPJ06-ECG

Cavaletti Wings Colours

Cavaletti Wings Eco Ranges

a b

c

Cavaletti, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ06-B
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Mini Blocks

PolyJumps Mini Blocks are an invaluable addition for 

elevation work helping to improve coordination. 

Sold in packs of six, the multi-directional design 

allows creativity within flat-work training. 

 

PolyJumps Mini Blocks are also a helpful aid within 

dressage training and are regularly used in exercises 

to improve outline, collection, engagement 

flexibility, rhythm and balance.  

 

Dimensions: a) 18 x (b) 10 x (c) 22cm 

Weight: 0.4kg each 

Sold as pairs

TPJ03-R TPJ03-BUR TPJ03-PUR TPJ03-PK

TPJ03-OR TPJ03-Y TPJ03-GRY TPJ03-WHT

TPJ03-BR TPJ03-G TPJ03-NVY TPJ03-BBY

TPJ03-BLK TPJ03-ECG

Mini Block Colours

Mini Block Eco Range Colours

a b

c

Mini Block, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ03-B
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Pole Pods

PolePods have a unique interlocking design and can 

be used as a single or stacked unit to raise the height 

of poles. When used as a single pole raiser, they are 

effective in supporting rehabilitation work to engage 

the horse's hind end. When stacked, the PolePods 

provide more challenging exercise and engagement. 

 

Although small, PolePods are an ideal addition to 

any rider’s training equipment. 

 

Dimensions: a) 14 x (b) 14 x (c) 11cm 

Weight: 1 kg (4 pack) 

Sold in packs of 4

TPJ09-R TPJ09-BUR TPJ09-PUR TPJ09-PK

TPJ09-OR TPJ09-Y TPJ09-GRY TPJ09-WHT

TPJ09-BR TPJ09-G TPJ09-NVY TPJ09-BBY

TPJ09-BLK TPJ09-ECG

PolePod Colours

PolePod Eco Range Colours

Pole Pod, Blue:  
Ref. TPJ09-B

a b

c
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PolyJumps branded poles are an ideal choice for all equestrians.  

Constructed with a strong polymer internal core surrounded by a 

multi-coloured sleeve, PolyJumps poles will withstand a multitude 

of kicks and knocks. They are UV-resistant so will retain their 

radiant colour even when left outdoors in sun and rain and 

therefore, unlike traditional wooden poles, will never require 

painting. 

  

Choose from any combination of the 16 PolyJumps colours.  

Choose a length, either skinny (1.5m) or classic length (3.0m).  Then 

choose a style -  5 Band,  7 Band, 9 Band, Solid or Contemporary 9 

Band. The Classic 5 Band style is also available as a ‘Sectional’ pole, 

ideal for transportation.  

  

For those riders wanting the traditional feel of a heavy wooden pole 

with the durability of our plastic poles, the ‘Weighted’ option 

available across our Pro Pole Range is ideal.

Jump Poles

www.polyjumps.com

Practice Poles
80mm diameter, 3m length, 5.5kg: 

5 Band  (Ref: TPJ165)  7 Band  (Ref: TPJ167)  9 Band Poles  (Ref: TPJ169)  

Contemporary 9 Band (Ref: TPJ16C9) Solid (Ref: TPJ16S)

Pro Poles
100mm diameter, 3m length, 6.5kg:  

5 Band  (Ref: TPJ175)  7 Band  (Ref: TPJ177)  9 Band Poles  (Ref: TPJ179) 

Contemporary 9 Band (Ref: TPJ17C9) Solid (Ref: TPJ17S)

Weighted Poles
Practice: 80mm diameter, 1.5m length, 2.75 kg 

Pro:         100mm diameter, 1.5m length 3.25kg 

5 Band  (Ref: TPJ275/TPJ265)  9 Band Poles  (Ref: TPJ269/TPJ279)

Skinny Poles
Practice: 80mm diameter, 1.5m length, 2.75 kg 

Pro: 100mm diameter, 1.5m length 3.25kg 

5 Band  (Ref: TPJ275/TPJ265)  9 Band Poles  (Ref: TPJ269/TPJ279)

Sectional Poles
Practice: 80mm diameter,  3.0m length, 5.5kg 

Pro: 100mm diameter, 3.0m length, 6.5kg 

5 Band only  (Ref: TPJ225/TPJ235)
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5-Band

7-Band

Pole Band Style Options

9-Band

Contemporary

Harlequin

Pole Band Colours

Red Blue White Navy 
Blue

Burgundy Orange Pink

Black Lime 
Green

Green Yellow Grey Purple Baby 
Pink

Pole Dimensions

Pro Poles: 100mm diameter Practice: 80mm diameter

Baby 
Blue

Brown
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PolyJumps Horse Jump Sets combine some of PolyJumps most 

popular jumps to give a wide variety of jumping experiences. 

As always, all wings, blocks and poles are strong, durable and 

come in a rainbow of colours that won’t need time consuming 

maintenance. From the Junior Jump Set, perfect for beginners, 

to more extensive sets, such as the 7 Fence Standard Set, there 

is something for all abilities and budgets. 

 

Horse jump sets are invaluable tools for building the 

foundations and performance of any rider. Opting for a set 

rather than individual jumps, not only represents good value 

for money, but will give more training options too.  

 

To see our range of Jump Sets, please go to our website: 

www.polyjumps.com 

Jump Sets
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Carol Mailer is a leading showjumping trainer with extensive 

experience helping riders to improve their performance.  At 

the heart of her training programme is the grid, an invaluable 

tool for laying the foundations for successful jumping, for 

advancing your competence and for tackling every problem 

that prevents progress. 

 

PolyJumps Carol Mailer Grid Sets are designed for riders to 

benefit from Carol’s training methods. All are available in 

PolyJumps standard colours. 

 

To see our range of Carol Mailer Jump Sets, please go to our 

website: www.polyjumps.com 

Carol Mailer   Jump Sets
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PolyJumps have created a stunning range of Club Style Sets 

in this iconic colour combination.  Choose purple, baby blue 

or yellow as a theme for wings and blocks, and complement 

them with all three colours combined within stylish 

PolyJumps poles.  Bright and colourful, this collection 

continues to be a PolyJumps favourite.   

 

To see our range of Club Style Jump Sets, please go to our 

website: www.polyjumps.com

Club Style Sets
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The PolyJumps Heritage Collection features a selection of our 

most popular jumps in more traditional colour combinations.  

Deep burgundy and navy blue complemented with grey, 

white or baby blue creates a stylish, classic look for any arena 

or field.  

 

To see our Heritage Collection Jump Sets, please go to our 

website: www.polyjumps.com

Heritage Collection
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PolyJumps Eco Jumps are a more environmentally friendly 

alternative to standard PolyJumps. Available as an option for all 

of our trusted block and wing designs, Recycled Black and Eco 

Green jumps, have all of the strength and durability expected 

from PolyJumps, but are a little kinder to our world. 

 

Eco Green jumps contain bio-resin, a polymer derived from 

maize and sugar cane. Recycled Black jumps are manufactured 

from recycled material re-claimed from our manufacturing 

facility and products that are at the end of their useful life. 

 

As with all standard PolyJumps wings and blocks, Eco Jumps 

are fully recyclable. 

 

To see our Eco Jump Sets, please go to our website: 

www.polyjumps.com 

Eco Jumps
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PolyJumps dressage collection includes equipment and 

accessories for a variety of formats and budgets. From easy-

to-use training aids (See Mini Blocks -p.14 and PolePods - 

p.15) to Arena Markers and full Dressage Arena Kits, 

PolyJumps has products suitable for every dressage rider.

Dressage  Equipment

www.polyjumps.com
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PolyJumps Dressage Arenas are all built to the highest quality and are 

designed to be lightweight, portable and easy to assemble. All sets are 

supplied with free standing towers and dressage arena boards, which are 

reinforced with plastic ribs, giving extra strength and durability. 

 

Arena Kits are available with or without a Dressage Marker Set. 

 

Dressage Arena Kit | 20m x 40m 

Dressage Arena Kit | 20m x 60m 

Dressage Arena Kit | 40m x 100m

Dressage Arena Kits
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PolyJumps Small Dressage Marker Set is available as a 

compact 8-piece set or a larger 12-piece option. The small 

dressage towers stand 37cm tall and 32cm wide. They have 

a tapered designed making them easy to store and transport. 

Lettering is weather and scratch resistant. They also have a 

cut-out handle slot, making set-up and handling more easy. 

 

8-Piece Set: Letters included  

A,K,E,H,C,M,B,F 

 

12-Piece Set: Letters included  

A,K,E,H,C,M,B,F,R,S,P,V 

 

Also available in: 12 piece showjump option and Start 

& Finnish option. 

Small Dressage Marker Set
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At 68cm tall and 39cm wide, each PolyJumps marker has a 

strong base with a tapered designed making them easy to 

stack and store. Scratch resistant printing ensures that the 

letters withstand all weather, storage and transport conditions. 

PolyJumps Dressage Tower Markers can be added to any 

arena kit set but can also be purchased independently.  

 

8-Piece Set: Letters included  

A,K,E,H,C,M,B,F 

 

12-Piece Set: Letters included  

A,K,E,H,C,M,B,F,R,S,P,V 

 

Also available as ‘Start’ and ‘Finish’ Markers.

Dressage Tower Markers
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PolyJumps fillers are available in a wide variety 

of designs, sizes and colours and are ideal for 

creating an obstacle both you and your horse 

find challenging.  

  

Choose from PolyJumps collection of attractive 

and challenging designs or contact us directly 

for personalisation, an ideal way to publicise a 

business or create an unusual equestrian gift.  

Fillers

www.polyjumps.com
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Hanging Fillers

PolyJumps Hanging fillers are manufactured from the 

same materials that are used to make PolyJumps Poles. 

Riveted together, these fillers are highly robust, durable 

and weather resistant and are ideal to use with MultiJump 

Blocks, 8 Cup Wings and Cross Wings.  

 

Hanging Fillers are available in standard and skinny length, 

in 3 depths, Small, Large and Extra Large as illustrated to 

the right. 

 

Hanging fillers are available without graphics, with a single 

graphic or double-sided. Choose from PolyJumps popular 

standard filler designs or request personalisation. 

Small (20cm)  

Ref: TPJ11-200/TPJ25-200

Large (30cm) 

Ref: TPJ11-300/TPJ25-300

Extra Large (40cm) 

Ref: TPJ11-400/TPJ25-400
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Hanging fillers are available without graphics, with a single graphic or double-sided. 
Choose from PolyJumps popular standard filler designs or request personalisation. 

Polyjumps

Sunrise

Harlequin

Balloons

Weave

Club

 Cubix

Waves

Illusion

Dark Abyss

Vortex

Union Jack
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Bridge Fillers

The PolyJumps Bridge Filler is manufactured from the 

same material and in the same way as the standard 

PolyJumps wings and blocks. Available in white or 

stone effect, this sturdy, low maintenance bridge can 

be purchased with or without graphics. Use beneath 

poles for a stylish filler or on its own as a skinny jump. 

 

Bridge:  Ref. TPJ10 

Dimensions: a) 147x (b) 37 x (c) 70cm 

Weight: 18kg 

 

Bridge Extensions can be purchased to add additional 

height the PolyJumps Bridge. These can also be used 

as a filler in their own right. 

 

Bridge Extension:  Ref. TPJ12 

Dimensions: a) 147x (b) 37 x (c) 24cm 

Weight: 10kg
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Corner Feeder

The PolyJumps Corner Feeder has a huge 

feeding volume and comes in the most popular 

PolyJumps colours. Its strong, robust shape 

means it is easy to install and can be used inside 

or outside. Use of a corner feeder can also help 

improve horse posture, dental hygiene and 

bolster natural muscle development.  

 

The PolyJumps Corner Feeder can be reduced 

in height to suit smaller ponies. 

 

Dimensions (from mounted corner):  

90 x 103 x 77 cm 

Weight: 5 kg

TPJ19-BUR TPJ19-PUR

Corner Feeder Colours

TPJ19-PK TPJ19-BLK

Corner Feeder, Navy Blue:  
Ref. TPJ19-NVY
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Hay and Treat Balls

The PolyJumps equine Hay Ball is perfect 

for any horse or pony! This hay feeder is 

the ultimate boredom breaker, holding 

approximately 2kg of hay and will keep a 

horse entertained for hours!

Dimensions: 37 x 37 x 40cm 

Weight: 1kg

TPJ20-PK TPJ20-BUR TPJ20-PUR

Hay Ball Colours

The PolyJumps Treat Ball’s stimulating single-

piece design provides horses with endless 

hours of safe play. This treat and snack feeder 

is the perfect gift for rider, horse or pony. 

Dimensions: 37 x 37 x 40cm 

Weight: 0.48kg

Hay Ball, Navy Blue:  
Ref. TPJ20-NVY

Treat Ball, Navy Blue:  
Ref. TPJ21-PUR
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Jump Cup

Dimensions: 12 x 10 x 9cm each 

Weight: 0.15kg each 

Colour: Cream

Jump Cup  
with Adaptor Plate

Jump Cups

Do you need Jump cups for your existing wings?  

Although the majority of PolyJumps wings and blocks do 

not require jump cups, due to demand, Polyjumps 

continue to stock a variety of jump cup options. 

 

The Competition Cups are durable and easy to adjust 

jump pole holders. Competition Cups will fit PolyJumps 

Cross Wings or any other jumps that have pre-cut key 

slots or keyhole tracking.  

 

These cups can also be supplied with adaptor plates that 

have an internal double spring mechanism that safely 

releases the cup if under pressure. 

www.polyjumps.com

Dimensions: 12 x 11.2 x 12cm each 

Weight: 0.107kg each 

Colour: Cream
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How To Order

We'd love to hear from you! 
 

If you have any questions, make sure to check out our FAQs 

on our website: www.polyjumps.com 

 

Prefer to chat?  
Give us a call on 01386 718 185 
 
PolyJumps 

JSC Rotational Ltd 

Unit 2 Little Bouts Farm 

Bouts Lane, Inkberrow 

Worcestershire WR7 4HW 

 

Monday - Friday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
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